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Not so long ago, video projection mapping , the art of projecting video onto 
surfaces such as buildings, to create the illusion of 3D art , was a fledgling art 
form, with just a handful of noteworthy examples. Now, a head-turning 
projection is par for the course for any music festival set, product launch, or 
show, though that doesn't make these displays any less spectacular.

Video projection mapping has the capacity to transform any object into a 
screen. Forget flat projection, as projection mapping has the ability to take a 
real-world object, such as a building, and project onto its walls without any 
distortion.

But the sheer scale of any projection mapping project can be breathtaking. 
Often site-specific, the best projection mapping projects succeed by enhancing 
rather than effacing the architecture they're beamed onto. Projecting onto a 
famous building is just one way to excite the crowds. 
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A flash mob is a group of people who assemble suddenly in a 
public place, perform an unusual and seemingly pointless act for a 
brief time, then quickly disperse, often for the purposes of 
entertainment, satire, and artistic expression.
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Flash Mob Museums：

Flash Mob Musei

The Flash Mob Museum is a simple, fast

showing then fast-disappearing 3D art

illusion video projection, using projection

fusion and distortion correction technology,

through specially designed ultra-short-range

projectors and transparent back-projection

films, quickly in office buildings, shopping

centers, In the stadium, reception area and

other scenes, a modern display space can be

quickly set up in the ready-made glass door

or glass curtain wall. During a short time in

a specific area, the flash display will be

displayed, allowing busy modern people to

temporarily jump into the real world and

enjoy the beauty of museum culture. And

quickly returned to real life. Make the

original space an interactive flash mob

museum.
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